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How we proceeded 

Focus groups

Children Youth Leisure centers

Young people Youth City council

Neighborhoods Local city councils

Senior citizens Senior residences

Less-priviledged citizens Social Centers

Adults Associations

Work with small focus groups at first

>>  to test the methodology before a wider outreach



General Information

Key Elements Figures

Number of contributions collected 67

Geographic area from where they come

- Periphery 13

- Center 54

Challenges  >> digital accessibility/ literacy for some focus groups (e.g. seniors in residences)



Demographic information

Key Elements Indicators

Typology of contributor

Young People ( up to 16) 34 (51%)

Young adults (16-30)                                                    6 (9%)

Adults (31-59) 10 (15%)

Seniors (60+) 17 (25%)

>> high rate of young contributors reflect the mediation work done



Categories

Element Indicator Repeat occurences

Tangible 35 Musée des beaux arts and Cathedral (x4)

Buildings/ Monuments 16

Places/ itineraries 11

Intangible 32

Nature 16 Loire River (x9)

Gastronomy 12



Takeaway from the contributions

 High rate of contribution/ focus groups

 Most contributions are 2-3 sentences

 Contributions are mostly descriptive, except for the « Nature/Environment » category

 The same item may be listed in different categories

 e.g.: Saint Gatien Cathedral appears in « Monuments », « Places » and « religious elements »



Issues to work on
 Technical issues

 Make the interface more user-friendly  
 Solve issues with inaccurate locations 
 Solve issues with media formats

 Degree of moderation
 Discrepancies between title and content
 Factual errors
 Requests for action 



CONTRIBUTION 1

The buildings / place Jean Jaurès

(Entry by a contributor in the < 16 age 
bracket)



CONTRIBUTION 2

Goat cheese - Sainte-Maure de Touraine 

It is a log goat cheese, in the shape of a section and covered with an
ashy crust obtained thanks to a mixture of charcoal and sea salt. It is
crossed by a rye straw, which was formely used to handle the cheese
during the ripening process without altering the rind. Like many French
cheeses, it bears the name of its place of origin, the city of Sainte-
Maure de Touraine. In order to preserve its qualities and its
authenticity, this cheese obtained the AOP label and its production is
supervised by strict rules. The straw is always present at the heart of
the log and it makes it possible to trace the product (manufacturer's
number etc.) The Sainte-Maure de Touraine goat log can be enjoyed
alone with by bread and wine (from Touraine) but also lends itself to
countless recipes: in quiches, pies and salted pies in association with
candied onions, spinach or leeks, as a garnish in a patty or in a brick,
gratinated on bread with a salad, as a snack with bread and a green
apple ...

(Entry by a collective of contributors in the < 16 age bracket)



CONTRIBUTION 3

The Candelabras 

The streetlights of the past, I find that the cast iron
candelabras in Place Jean Jaurès are witnesses to the
French industrial revolution. We find their trace on the old
postcards of the City Hall (dated 1904). These structures
will cross the centuries if they are not renovated in the
meantime. The decorations are rich and original. These 18
candelabras with lanterns are accompanied by cast iron
bollards connected by chains. The set surrounds the 2
fountains in Place Jean Jaurès. These works were melted
over a century ago by a French company called GHM,
today classified as a Living Heritage Company.

(Entry by an adult in the 31-59 age bracket)



CONTRIBUTION 4

A flowery city

The city has many landscaped gardens
and green spaces, a very large botanical
garden. The city is very flowery, the
streets, the monuments are decorated
with planters.

(Entry by a senior in the >60 age bracket)


